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In this work we address experimentally a number of unresolved issues related to microwave induced
resistance oscillationssMIROsd leading to the zero-resistance states observed recently on 2D electron gases in
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures. We stress the importance of the electrodynamic effects detected in both re-
flection and absorption experiments, although they are not revealed in transport experiments on very high
mobility samples. We also study the exact waveform of MIROs and their damping due to temperature. A
simple equation is given, which can be considered as phenomenological, which describes precisely the experi-
mental MIROs waveform. The waveform depends only on a single parameter—the width of the Landau levels,
which is related to the quantum lifetime. A very good correlation was found between the temperature depen-
dencies of the quantum lifetime from MIROs and the transport scattering time from the electron mobility with
a ratiottr /tq.20. It is found that the prefactor in the equation for MIROs decays as 1/T2 with the temperature
which can be explained within the distribution function model suggested by Dmitrievet al.. The results are
compared with measurements of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations down to 30 mK on the same sample.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microwave-induced resistance oscillationssMIROsd,
originally predicted by Ryzhiiet al.1 and observed 30 years
later on high mobility 2DEG samples by Zudovet al.,2 have
recently been the subject of intense study. Interest in this
phenomenon was largely stimulated by the unexpected ob-
servation of so-called zero-resistance states on very high mo-
bility samples.3,4 The experimental investigations have been
accompanied by a stream of theoretical papers, e.g., Refs.
5–7 and references therein. To explain the MIROs, models
involve microwave-induced scattering with displacement due
to impurities7,8 and phonons,5,9 a nonequilibrium oscillating
distribution function,10,11and electron plasma effects.12,13All
of these effects may result in a negative local conductivity
leading to an instability and the formation of current
domains6,14 which may manifest themselves experimentally
as zero-resistance states. There also exist more elaborate
models for MIROs, e.g., a microwave driven orbit dinamics
and the Pauli exclusion principle,15 and models which in-
volve the formation of an energy gap at the Fermi level,
analogous to superconductivity.3,16 In spite of these novel
theoretical ideas, there still exists no final consensus for the
microscopic origin of the microwave induced oscillations
and many unresolved experimental questions remain.

In this work we examine electrodynamic aspects of
MIROs13,17 by performing simultaneous absorption/
reflection and dc transport experiments with microwaves
sMWsd on a high mobility electron gas in a GaAs/AlGaAs
heterostructure. It is confirmed that electrodynamic effects
are important. The waveform obtained from reflection mea-
surements in the MIROs regime is found to differ signifi-
cantly from that acquired in dc transport.

We also address the temperature activation of MIROs and
waveform details. A characteristic feature of MIROs is their
persistence to much higher temperatures than the
Shubnikov–de HaassSdHd oscillations.3,4 An activation
analysis for the individual zero-state minima in Refs. 3 and 4
produced surprisingly large values for the activation ener-
gies, several times larger than either the microwave photon
or the cyclotron energies at the same magnetic field. As an
alternative to examining individual minima to extract the ac-
tivation energy, we analyze the exact waveform of the oscil-
lations vs magnetic field using the theoretical model sug-
gested by Ryzhiiet al.1,8 and revised later by Durstet al.7 We
find that in the semiclassical regime of large filling factors,
this model successfully describes the waveform and tempera-
ture dependence of the MIROs amplitude. The shape of the
microwave oscillations depends only on one fitting param-
eter, namely the width of the Landau levelssLLsd, therefore
providing us with a unique tool to directly access the quan-
tum scattering time. A quick estimate of the LLs width can
be obtained from the exact positions of the minima/maxima
of the oscillations. The data are compared with the Dingle
damping parameter obtained from SdH measurements made
at very low temperatures on the same sample.

II. EXPERIMENT

In this study we use a two dimensional electron gas
s2DEGd formed in a triangular quantum well at the interface
of a Si-modulation dopeds100d GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs hetero-
structure withx=0.32. The undoped spacer was 800 Å while
the 2DEG was 1900 Å below the surface. For the electron
transport measurements the sample was cleaved into a rect-
angular shape of,235 mm2. Small indium contacts were
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diffused at the edges by annealing in forming gassa mixture
of 10% H2 and 90% N2d at 420 °C for 10 minutes. After a
brief illumination with a red LED the 2D electron gas at-
tained the concentration and mobility,n=1.931011 cm−2

and m<103106 cm2/V s respectively at 2 K. The micro-
wave measurements were performed from 1.5 and 4.2 K in a
He4 cryostat. As the source of the microwavessMWd an
Anritsu, model 69377B, signal generator was used operating
at frequencies up to 50 GHz with a typical output power of a
few milliwatts. The microwave radiation was delivered into
the cryostat through a semirigid, 0.0859 diameter, copper-
beryllium coaxial cable. The central conductor of the coaxial
cable extended a few millimeters from the outer conductor.
This served as an antenna for irradiating the sample mounted
a few millimeters away. A small cylindrical cavity made
from a MW absorbing material was constructed around the
sample to suppress cavity modes. Such modes can originate
from metallic parts of the cryostat.

The magnetic field normal to the sample surface was pro-
duced by a superconducting magnet. It was carefully cali-
brated using ESR, Hall effect probes, and the weak antilo-
calization effect.18,19 Longitudinal and transverse resistances
of the 2DEG were measured using standard techniques with
an AVS-47 Resistance Bridge. To attain independent infor-
mation about the modulation of the electron density of states
and the shape of the Landau levelssLLsd, low-temperature
measurements of the SdH oscillations were performed on a
He3/He4 dilution refrigerator at temperatures down to
30 mK. During the MW absorption/reflection experiments
the MW intensity was detected by a sensor based on an Allen
Bradley carbon thermoresistor. The resistor was thinned
down by polishing and encapsulated in a small plastic hous-
ing to reduce heat exchange with the helium bath. A more
detailed description of the geometry of the reflection/
absorption experiments is provided in the following section.

A. The reflection experiment

The reflection experiments were performed simulta-
neously with dc transport measurements on the high-mobility
sample in the regime where strong resistance oscillations oc-
cur. These measurements were performed on a small sample
s,235 mm2d under strong microwave excitation. The MW
sensor was placed in close proximity to the samplesa few
millimeters above itd. In this configuration the geometry of
the electromagnetic field was not well enough defined to
allow us to quantitatively calculate the field distribution or
the reflection coefficient, but it provided us with qualitative
information on the dynamic properties of the 2DEG system
in the MIROs regime.

Figure 1 shows an example of the MW sensor response
sRtd and dc resistancesRxxd measured simultaneously atT
=1.38 K with and without microwaves atf =49.75 GHz. It is
evident from the figure that the waveforms seen in the reflec-
tion experiment differ from dc transport measurements.

The microwave induced resistance oscillations with flat
regions around ±0.1 T corresponding to the so-called zero-
resistance statessbottom traces in Fig. 1d are easy to
recognize.3,4 These oscillations are periodic in the inverse

magnetic field with a period defined by the ratiov /vc, where
v=2p f is the MW circular frequency, andvc=eB/m* is the
cyclotron frequency,m* is the effective electron mass.

It is evident from Fig. 1 that the oscillation pattern in the
reflectionsRtd measurements is very different from that ob-
served in the transport measurementssRxxd. The position and
waveform of the reflection oscillations do not depend on the
MW power or temperature, but change with the MW fre-
quency and the illumination used to vary the electron density.
A little more extended discussion of the reflection experi-
ment given in Ref. 32. A comprehensive study of plasmons
should be done on specially designed samples that is outside
of the scope of this paper. The important conclusion is that
the electrodynamic effects are important and the oscillations
in reflection differ fromRxx.

In the reflection experiments there are two broad minima
whose position roughly corresponds to the cyclotron reso-
nance. This will be discussed in more detail below. The
broad line is modulated with additional, faster oscillations
whose positions are not matched to the oscillations inRxx.
There is some correlation, however, between the oscillations
in Rxx and Rt: both oscillate over approximately the same
magnetic field range, between 0.02 and 0.2 T and cease to
oscillate outside of this range. For different frequencies the
oscillations in reflection occur all the time below the cyclo-
tron resonance. This suggests that MIROs and the MW field
oscillations are most likely related, while revealing different
patterns. Note, that details of the plasmon absorption are not
important, rather the crucial point is that there are many of
such absorption events which are not revealed in transport.

Let us explain why not all electron transitions evident in
the transport leading to different waveforms in the reflection
and Rxx. As discussed above, the microwave radiation in-
duces a large number of the plasmon-type excitations leading
to electron transitions between Landau levels. However, the
dc conductivity of a degenerate system in a quasi classical
regime such as the one under study is not sensitive to heat-

FIG. 1. Experimental traces of the diagonal magnetoresistance
sRxxd and the carbon thermoresistor responsesRtd measured simul-
taneously atf =49.75 GHz at different MW powers,T=1.38 K.
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ing, therefore, not all of the transitions manifest themselves
in transport measurements, but only those that produce a
large momentum transfersi.e., a large displacementd due to
disorder leading to MIROs.

It is important to note that oscillations of the MW sensor
Rt occur continuously throughout the whole MIROs regime
without any noticeable change in the flat areas, i.e., the zero-
resistance states. If the zero-resistance states were due to a
superconductivity effect3,16 or any similar phase-transition
phenomenon, one would expect to observe a dramatic
change in the reflectivity. This is not observed in Fig. 1.

One proposed explanation for the zero-resistance state in-
volves the formation of current domains resulting from a
negative local conductivity.6,14 While domain formation
maybe an important element in the explanation of the appar-
ent zero-resistance state, it is clear that the domains do not
reveal themselves in the reflection experiment because, as
noted above,Rt oscillates throughout the whole MIROs re-
gime and not only in regions of the zero-resistance states
where domains are expected to form. Further experimental
studies, e.g., to observe domain formation in the MIROs re-
gime, would be beneficial. It is known that magnetoplasmon
effects may play an important role in MW experiments on
finite size samples.13,20–22It is likely, that the MW field os-
cillations detected byRt in Fig. 1 are caused by bulk and
edge plasmons due to the finite size of the sample. Contacts
along the edge of the sample may also aid the formation of
plasmon modes. A detail analysis of the oscillation pattern in
the reflection data is outside of the scope of this paper.

A characteristic MIROs property is the slow decay of the
amplitude of consecutive harmonics. In other words, the am-
plitude of the higher MIROs harmonics is comparable to the
first harmonic peakj =1. One may ask, therefore, whether
MIROs involve resonant absorption at the cyclotron reso-
nance harmonics? We investigate this question experimen-
tally in the following section.

B. The absorption experiment

In this section we describe absorption measurements in
order to obtain another demonstration of the importance of
electrodynamic effects for the microwave experiments on
high mobility samples. Also, we search for evidence of ab-
sorption at harmonics of the CR,v= jvc with j ù2. Our goal
was to perform a quantitative measurement of the CR line
shape. Care was taken, therefore, to carefully characterize
the experimental geometry. A larger sample was used to ex-
clude the magnetoplasmon shift of the cyclotron resonance
due to a finite size sample.20–22 This experiment was not,
therefore performed on the small sample described in the
previous section. A simple repositioning of the MW detector
sRtd by placing it behind the sample did not qualitatively
change the picture shown in Fig. 1, but did change the spe-
cific oscillation pattern.

For the absorption experiment we used a sample from a
second wafer with,939 mm2 dimensions. Although this
sample came from the same sourcesBell Labsd with similar
nominal growth parameters it had a lower electron mobility.
The electron concentration was 1.8310 cm−2, and the mo-

bility was 1.43106 cm2/Vs and did not change after illumi-
nation.

In order to eliminate possible edge effects a MW absorb-
ing mask with a,3 mm diameter hole was placed just be-
hind the sample in front of the MW sensor. Thus only radia-
tion passing through the central part of the sample was
detected. Finally to make modeling possible we were careful
to achieve a transverse electromagnetic field geometry. For
this purpose the antenna was placed approximately 30 mm
away from the sample. Measurements were performed using
small MW powers. For this geometry, we can apply classical
Maxwell’s electrodynamics to estimate the absorption by the
2DEG. The ac conductivity of 2DEG is given by the follow-
ing Drude equation for circularly left/right polarized radia-

tion Ê=E0 exps±ivtd:

s±sv,Bd =
enm

1 − isv ± vcdt
, s1d

wheree is the electronic charge,t is the transport relaxation
time, m=et /m* is the electron mobility, n is the 2DEG den-
sity, v andvc are the MW and cyclotron frequencies respec-
tively, i =Î−1 is the imaginary unit. We consider the 2DEG
as an infinitely narrow conducting layer at the boundary be-
tween the sample and air. Linearly polarized radiation

Ê= 1
2E0fexps−ivtd+expsivtdg, propagates along the magnetic

field direction perpendicular to thex-y 2DEG plane. The

absorbed power is given byDPa=kResÊ*ssvdÊdl. It should

be noted that the electric fieldÊ does not remain constant as
a function of magnetic field during the sweep due to the
strong reflection by the 2DEG. As a result, the observed CR
line is much broader than that given by Eq.s1d. The follow-
ing expression can be easily derived for the ratio of the ab-
sorbed to incident powerDPa/Pi for linearly polarized radia-
tion:

DPa

Pi
= o

±

Ress̄±d
f1 + k + Ress̄±dg2 + fImss̄±dg2 , s2d

wherek is the refractive indexs3.6 for GaAs in our calcula-
tionsd, s̄±=s±Z0 is the normalized sheet conductivity of the
2DEG, andZ0=Îm0/e0=377V is the impedance of free
space. Higher order corrections due to interference effects
were not taken into account.

The absorption results as a function of sheet conductivity,
described by Eq.s2d, are plotted in Fig. 2. It is evident that
even within this classical approach electrodynamic effects
are important. Only a very small amount of the MW power is
absorbed by the high mobility 2DEG due to a large imped-
ance mismatch between the sample conductivity and the
vacuum. A very small part of the electromagnetic field pen-
etrates into the sample. It is seen from the figure that for high
conductivity samplesss0ù4/Z0d the absorption decreases
with increasing conductivity. For our experiments the sample
conductivity was 0.3 and 0.04V−1 and the maximum absorp-
tion at the resonance was 0.8% and 3.8%, respectively.

For low conductivity samples one would expect two sharp
CR peaks, for linearly polarized radiation, atvc= ±v, plotted
in Fig. 3 by a thin solid lines5d. The full width at the half
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maximumsFWHMd is inversely proportional to the electron
mobility, FWHM=2/m, giving 2 and 14 mT for the samples
described above. The experimental FWHM of the CR ab-
sorption line in Fig. 3 is 70 mT that is 5 times broader than
predicted by Eq.s1d. For higher mobility samples the differ-
ence would be even larger. This again demonstrates the im-
portance of electrodynamics effects in microwave experi-
ments. Note, that the broadening of the CR line on highly
conductive samples is a well known phenomenon; e.g., see
Ref. 23.

The broad maximum in Fig. 3 atB=0 is related to a
parasitic B-dependent sensitivity of the MW detector and can
be disregarded. A small detector related magnetoresistance
was noticeable in the small signal regime in the absorption
experimentssn.b. the temperature bar on Fig. 3d but was not
important in the MIROs regime at large MW powers and
lower temperatures. The small asymmetry of the experimen-

tal curves in Fig. 3 is due to a small temperature drift caused
by microwaves.

The solid line 4 in Fig. 3 is the theoretical curve based on
Eq. s2d using the transport parameters for this sample. It is
clear that the simulation reproduces the experimentally ob-
served width and shape of the CR peak quite well. The cal-
culated shape of the CRscurve 4d is very close to being
Lorentzian.

There is one further conclusion that may be drawn from
the absorption experiment with respect to the question of
whether there is a resonant absorption at the CR harmonics.
From Fig. 1 we note that consecutive MIROs peaks inRxx
have comparable amplitudes. If there existed similar absorp-
tion at each of the CR harmonics, it would result in sharp
peaks in the absorption experiment. Broadening would be
less important for the harmonics because of the smaller par-
tial ac conductivity,s jv, and these peaks would be easily
detected in the absorption experiment.

From this experiment we conclude that, at least for the
lower mobility sample, there was no resonant absorption at
the harmonics of the CR. Therefore, it is likely that nonreso-
nant absorption is responsible for the MIROs.7,8 In this
model the impurity/phonon assisted, nonresonant absorption
occurs continuously throughout the B sweep. The MIROs
occur due to the combined effect of the microwaves and the
stationary magnetic and electric fields forcing electrons to
predominantly scatter along or against the dc bias. It should
be noted, that there is another theoretical approach10,11 in
which the MIROs are explained by the MW induced change
of the distribution function. However, to a first approxima-
tion these two approaches produce very similar final equa-
tions for the conductivity11 and at the moment it is difficult
experimentally to distinguish between the two theories.

C. Modulation of the electron density of states

An interesting feature of MIROs is their persistence to
relatively high temperatures at which SdH oscillations are
totally damped. A number of theoretical models explicitly
assume a strong modulation of the electron density of states
sDOSd,5,7 other semiclassical models, e.g., Ref. 6, assume
that the electrons traverse many orbits before scattering. To
obtain experimental information on the strength of the DOS
modulation and Landau level widths in the MIROs regime
we performed magnetotransport measurements on the same
sample at very low temperatures in a He3/He4 dilution re-
frigerator.

Figure 4sad shows a trace of the SdH oscillations at
30 mK on the sample used for the reflection experiments in
Fig. 1. Figure 4sbd shows the microwave-induced oscillations
in the longitudinal differential magnetoresistance,Drxx
=rxx

MW−rxx
0 , at 1.6 K on the same sample after a similar illu-

mination. It should be mentioned that this sample also re-
vealed microwave-induced oscillations in the transverse
sHalld component of the resistivityDrxy similar to those re-
ported in Refs. 19 and 26. Oscillations inDrxy may serve as
a useful feature to test different theoretical models of
MIROs.7,11,27

It is evident from Fig. 4 that at low temperatures the SdH
oscillations persist to very small magnetic fieldssfilling fac-

FIG. 2. Calculated values of absorption and reflection vss
=1/r0 at w=wc. The reflection was calculated fromR=1−T−A,
whereT is transmission.

FIG. 3. Absorption by the high mobility 2DEG vs magnetic field
at f =49.7 GHz, andT=4.2 K. Lines 1 and 2 are magnetoresistance
of the MW detector with and without the microwaves applied;
curve 3 is the relative change of the MW sensor response due to the
transmitted MW radiation proportional to the absorption obtained
by subtracting the background dependencescurve 18d; curve 4 is the
theoretical dependence from Eq.s2d in arbitrary units; curve 5 is the
real part of the dynamic conductivitysxxsvd from Eq. s1d expected
for a low conductivity sample.
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tors up to n,400d, and that both SdH and microwave-
induced oscillations commence at the same magnetic field
around 25 mT. Although in the current experiment we deal
with the quasiclassical situation of large filling factors, it can
be qualitatively concluded that a strong DOS modulation is
an important factor to observe MIROs. On the other hand,
the two oscillations have quite distinct temperature depen-
dences. This is the next issue we address.

For the analysis of the SdH oscillations we use the fol-
lowing well known expression for the oscillatory component
where only the first harmonic of the Fourier expansion
remains:28–30

Drxx = 4r0DTsXTdexps− DSdH/"vcdcosS2pe

"vc
− pD , s3d

wherer0 is the zero field resistivity,kB is the Boltzman con-
stant,DSdH=p" /tq is the Dingle damping parameter,tq is
the quantum lifetime,DT=XT/sinhsXTd is the thermal damp-
ing factor with XT=2p2kBT/"vc. The above expression as-
sumes that Landau levels have a Lorentzian shapeD0sEd
=1/pG / f1+sE/Gd2g with a full width at a half maximum
FWHM=2G, where G=" /2tq. In the low-temperature ex-
periment shown in Fig. 4 we found that the amplitude of the
SdH oscillations vs magnetic field is well described by Eq.
s3d. Temperature dependences of the amplitude at different
fields on the illuminated sample were also fitted well by Eq.
s3d using the correct value of the effective massm* /m0
=0.067. These facts are strongly indicative that the LLs pos-
sesed a Lorentzian shape. We stress this is true for large
filling factors on an illuminated sample. The situation may
well be different in other samples.

It is interesting to note that the argument in Eq.s3d in the
thermal damping factor is 2p2 times larger thankBT/"vc
which makes the SdH oscillations decay very fast with tem-

perature. This factor of 2p2 arises from the temperature
broadening of the Fermi function and the Lorentzian shape
of the LLs.

Figure 5 shows an example of the Dingle plot of the nor-
malized amplitude of the SdH oscillationssopen circlesd vs
1/B at T=600 mK. Full triangles present the amplitude cor-
rected by the thermal factorDT in Eq. s3d. It is seen that the
corrected amplitudeA/4r0/DT is a straight line in a semi-
logarithmic plot which intersects the ordinate axis close to
1.0 as expected from Eq.s3d, which may not always be the
case.31 This is another indication that LLs possessed a
Lorentzian shape. From the plot in Fig. 5 we deduced a
quantum mobilitymq=etq/m* =19.2 m2/V s. Equivalently, it
can be expressed in terms of the width of individual LLs
GSdH=0.043 meV, or as a Dingle damping factor in energy
units DSdH=p" /tq=2pGSdH=0.27 meV. We will need these
numbers for comparison with similar results from MIROs.

Finally we note that our numerical simulations reveal that
the amplitude of SdH oscillations vs the magnetic field de-
pends on the LL shape. For example, if the LLs have a
Gaussian shape, the Dingle plot would have a 1/B2 decay
rather than the linear behavior observed in Fig. 5.31 For large
filling factors sup to 400 in Fig. 4d it is reasonable to assume
that the quantum lifetime does not depend on the magnetic
field. In this situation, it is reasonable to use the experimental
agreement with Eq.s3d to determine whether LLs have a
Lorentzian shape or not. We are not aware of an explicit
theoretical confirmation for this statement and it is not a
trivial task to experimentally extract the exact shape of the
LLs.

D. The exact waveform, the phase and the temperature
damping of MIROs

As mentioned above, SdH oscillations vanish fairly rap-
idly with increasing temperature because of the large 2p2

coefficient in the thermal damping factor in Eq.s3d. In con-
trast to SdH oscillations the MIROs persist up to much
higher temperatures. Surprisingly, the activation energies ex-
tracted from an individual MIROs minima were found to be

FIG. 4. sad Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations at 30 mK on a high
mobility GaAs/AlGaAs sample;sbd microwave-induced oscilla-
tions in Drxx on the same sample atf =50 GHz andT=1.6 K.

FIG. 5. Normalized amplitude of the SdH oscillationssopen
dotsd, and the amplitude corrected by the temperature damping fac-
tor DT=XT/sinhsXTd in Eq. s3d ssolid trianglesd for T=600 mK.
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in the 10 to 20 K range3,4 several times larger than either the
MW photon or the cyclotron energies. In an alternative ap-
proach suggested in Ref. 32 MIROs were fitted by a damped
sinus function and reasonable values for the damping activa-
tion energy were foundDM ,kBT, which did not exceed the
relevant parameters of the experiment, i.e., the thermal, mi-
crowave, or cyclotron energies. The sinus wave description
worked well for higher harmonics but was not successful in
describing the shape and position of the first peaks. In addi-
tion, the damping parameterDM obtained in this way varied
with temperature about twice as rapidly as the electron mo-
bility. This question needs to be resolved.

In this paper we achieve a precise description of the
MIROs waveform over the whole magnetic field range. To
describe the waveform we derived a simple equation based
on a toy radiation-induced scattering model suggested in Ref.
7 and 8. Note, that the nonequilibrium distribution function
model11 to first order leads to a very similar result, but with
the pre-integral coefficient depending on the ratiote /ttr,
which will be discussed later. The microscopic difference
between these two models is based on the fact that in the first
approach electrons predominantly scatter while in the second
approach electrons diffuse along or against the applied dc
bias depending on the detuning.

The photon-assisted scatteringsor diffusiond rate is pro-
portional to the product of the initial and final densities of
states:j± ~ns«dns«+"v7eEdcDxd, where « is the electron
energy,Edc is the electric field produced by dc bias,Dx is the
cyclotron orbit displacement due to scattering. It is assumed
that the scattering process does not change the electron en-
ergy. The photocurrent is proportional to the difference be-
tween the scattering rates in the two directions along and
against the applied bias:j ph~MeDxns«d]«ns«+"vdEdc,
whereM is the matrix element of the transition. In general,
M may be a function of many variables, i.e., electron and
microwave energies, displacement, and the magnetic field. It
should be noted that only the fundamental cyclotron har-
monic is allowedv=vc in the dipole approximation. How-
ever, disorder violates this strong selection rule and transi-
tions between all LLs become allowed.6,7 Plasmon effects,
discussed above, may facilitate this violation further. In our
simulations we assume thatM=const meaning that the
photo-assisted scattering has the same probability for all har-
monics. In this model the MW induced photocurrentj ph is
proportional to the bias voltage. It therefore reveals itself as
a change in resistance in the Hall-bar geometry or a change
in conductance in the Corbino-disk geometry.34

Based on the above assumptions and taking into account
finite temperature effects through the Fermi distribution
function nFs«d=1/f1+exp(s«−«F /kBTd)g we arrive at the
following equation for the MIROs:

DrxxsBd = AE d«fnFs«d − nFs« + "vdgns«d]«ns« + "vd,

s4d

whereA is a scaling coefficient which is field independent.
The dependence on magnetic field comes through the density
of states ns«d=oseB/p2"Gd/h1+f«−si +1/2d"vcg2/G2j

where the sum is taken over the Landau levels indexi from
zero to infinity,G is the LLs width.

According to Eq.s4d the MIROs shape depends on a
single fitting parameterG. This allows us to directly access
the LLs broadening which is itself inversely proportional to
the quantum lifetime. Figure 6 shows an example of the ex-
perimental data for three different temperatures plotted as a
function of the normalized inverse magnetic fieldv /vc. The
solid lines are the best fits using Eq.s4d with the following
parametersG=21.8, 21.2, and 20.3meV for temperatures
2.17, 1.94, and 1.63 K, respectively. It is evident from the
figure that Eq.s4d fits the experimental waveforms well over
the whole magnetic field range including the region near the
first CR harmonic where there exists a large deviation from a
sinusoidal function.32 We were able to fit equally well data
from the much higher mobility sample sm=25
3106 cm2/V sd available in literature.33

Let us discuss briefly the coefficientA in Eq. s4d. When
fitting data in Fig. 6 we used a constant factorA for every
individual curve vs magnetic field, but we needed to use
different values ofA for each temperature. Ifn in Eq. s4d is
calculated in units 1011 cm−2 and e in meV, we obtainA
=11.0, 13.4, and 16.0 for temperatures 2.17, 1.94, and
1.63 K, respectively, which follows a 1/T2 function within
an experimental uncertainty.

The 1/T2 dependence can be explained by the model sug-
gested by Dmitrievet al.11 involving changes of the electron
distribution function. In this model coefficientA~te /ttr,
wherete andttr are inelasticsenergyd and elasticstransportd
scattering times correspondingly. The dependenceAsTd
originates from the temperature dependence of the inelastic
relaxation time due to electron-electron scattering which to
first order is proportional to 1/T2.

Although, the observedA~1/T2 argues for the distribu-
tion function model,11 it is still too early to make any final
conclusions. For example, the temperature dependence ofA
could be interpreted as due to the change of the background
scattering with temperature. As was discussed above there
are many electron transitions induced by the microwaves.
The conductivity of a degenerate electron gas at zero or
small magnetic fields is not sensitive to temperature, there-

FIG. 6. Microwave-induced oscillations in resistance at different
temperatures. Solid lines are the best fits with Eq.s4d.
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fore, only specific transitions involving large displacements
smomentum transfersd are important for the conductivity
changesMIROsd. In very high mobility samples a small
number of such transitions can lead to a large effect as com-
pared to the dark resistance,rxxs0d. However, number of
background scattering events increases with increasing tem-
perature which reduces probability of scattering events with
large displacement. This leads to reducing MIROs amplitude
controlled by coefficientA in Eq. s4d.

Let us turn now to discussion of the MIROs phase related
to the exact minima/maxima positions.3,4,33,35According to
theoretical predictions, e.g., see Refs. 7 and 8, there should
be no resistivity change at the exact points of the CR and its
harmonicsv /vc= j with j being a positive integer. To a first
approximation, valid for higher harmonics, the oscillations
are described by a sinus function7 Drxx~−sins2pv /vcd
which gives minima/maxima positions atv /vc= j ±1/4, re-
spectively.sTo be more precise, to a first approximation the
MIROs are described by an exponentially damped
sinusoid.32d However, in experiments on very high mobility
samples33,35 there exists a deviation from the ±1/4 phase
which is evident in Fig. 6.

Within the model the phase shift is caused by a strong
modulation of the density of statesssee Fig. 4d which also
leads to a strong deviation of the waveform from a simple
sinusoidal function. This distortion of the waveform appears
as a phase shift of the minima/maxima from ±1/4. Zudov33

obtained an analytical expression for the minima/maxima po-
sition using the simplified assumption7 that MIROs are pro-
portional to the derivative of the density of statesDrxx
~ uf]nsed /]egue="v taken ate="v.

We used Eq.s4d to calculate the maxima/minima posi-
tions. To our surprise, the numerical simulations based on
Eq. s4d show that the minima/maxima position, within an
uncertainty of 1%, obeyed exactly the same equationfEq. s8d
in Ref. 33g, but with the argument multiplied by a factor of
exactly 2. For the sake of convenience we rewrite this equa-
tion in our notation:

Fmax/min = 7
1

2p
arccosscd, s5d

where c=1/2−y+Îy2−y+9/4, and y=cosh2s2pG /"vcd.
Note that the argument in cosh function is twice larger than
in Ref. 33. We do not know if Eq.s5d is an exact solution of
the problem based on Eq.s4d, but definitely it is a good
approximation and may be used to analyze the maxima/
minima positions and to extract the LLs broadening without
the need to exactly fit the waveform.

Let us now discuss the temperature damping of MIROs.
First of all, our numerical simulations reveal that the MIROs
amplitude from Eq.s4d was not sensitive to the temperature
broadening of the Fermi function in agreement with Durstet
al.7 Naively, this is a counterintuitive result since for a two-
level system one would expect that the amplitude would be
proportional to the difference between emitted and absorbed
MW photons, therefore it would decay exponentially with
the temperature asDs~ f1−exps"v /kBTdg due to the popu-
lation equilibration at higher temperatures between the two

levels.24,25 In a system with an infinite number of levels the
saturation can never be reached and the total difference be-
tween up and down transitions remains constant vs tempera-
ture leading to the slow, non-exponential damping of MIROs
vs temperature. In this case all the temperature damping of
MIROs merely comes from the temperature dependence of
the quantum relaxation time.7

In order to examine this issue quantitatively we plot two
scattering times in Fig. 7, the transport relaxation time,
tHall =mHallm

* /e determined from the Hall effect measure-
ments, andtMIROs=" /2GMIROs determined from MIROs. It is
evident from Fig. 7 that there is a very good correlation in
the relative dependences oftHall and tMIROs. The absolute
values of the two relaxation times differ by a factor of 20
which is consistent with the ratio between transport and
quantum relaxation times in high mobility GaAs/AlGaAs
samples.31 This observation supports our earlier assumption
in Eq. s4d that MIROs depend on the quantum relaxation
time.

Since MIROs provide us with the quantum relaxation
time, let us compare this value with that obtained from the
SdH oscillations shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 8 the solid triangles
represent the LLs width obtained from an analysis of the
low-temperature SdH measurements using Eq.s3d and GSdH
=" /2tq. The open circles represent the LLs width from
MIROs. Because of the high mobility, the SdH effect could
be employed to determineGSdH only over a limited tempera-
ture range up to 600 mK. At higher temperatures the thermal
factor dominated the dependence in Eq.s3d. Note that the
quantum damping parameter,DSdH=p" /tq is frequently re-
placed by an equivalent Dingle temperature parameterTq
with DSdH=2p2kBTq.

To our surprise we found thatGSdH in Fig. 8 was not a
constant value vs temperature. The transport mobility did not
change over the temperature range between 30 and 600 mK,
therefore one would expect thattq and GSdH would also re-
main constant. WhileGSdH varied somewhat with the tem-
perature, it was on average still several times larger than the
value of GMIROs obtained from MIROs by extrapolating the

FIG. 7. Transport relaxation time,tHall =mHallm
* /e sright scaled

determined from the Hall effect measurements, and the quantum
relaxation timetMIROs=" /2GMIROs sleft scaled determined from the
MIROs.
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dependence in Fig. 8 to zero temperature. The observed ef-
fects of the temperature dependence ofGSdH and the differ-
ence betweenGSdH andGMIROs can be qualitatively explained
by the different microscopic origins of these effects. MIROs
are a quasiclassical phenomenon requiring only a modulation
of the density of states and do not depend on the electron
concentration or the distribution function. In contrast to
MIROs, the SdH oscillations are essentially a quantum effect
depending on the LLs width, the Fermi energy, and the dis-
tribution function. Therefore, even a very small fluctuations
of the electron density over the sample surfacesn.b. there are
very large filling factor in Fig. 4d may result in an additional
damping mechanism for the SdH effect effectively increasing
GSdH compared toGMIROs.

III. CONCLUSION

We have experimentally studied microwave induced resis-
tance oscillations on a high mobility GaAs/AlGaAs hetero-

structure under quasi-classical conditions of large filling fac-
tors. We present a simple phenomenological equation, that
accurately describes the MIROs waveform and temperature
damping. The MIROs waveform does not depend on the
broadening of the Fermi function. The temperature depen-
dence originates from theT dependence of the scattering
mechanisms resulting in a much slower temperature damping
of the MIROs compared to the SdH effect. The shape of the
MIROs depends on a single parameter only, the Landau level
width, providing us with a unique tool to directly access the
quantum relaxation time. The deviation of the minima/
maxima position from ±1/4 values can be explained as being
merely due to the large modulation of the density of states in
high mobility samples in agreement with the low-
temperature SdH effect measured on the same sample. The
amplitude pre factor of MIROs decays as a 1/T2 function
which can be explained within the distribution function
model by Dmitrievet al. because of the decrease in the en-
ergy relaxation time due to the electro-electron scattering.
The reflection and absorption experiments, both confirm the
importance of electrodynamic effects in the microwave ex-
periments although they do not reveal themselves in trans-
port on very high mobility samples a feature that is not ex-
plained theoretically yet.
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